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Abstract
This thesis examines the Tabularium in Rome. Very little 
is written about this building, despite its imposing size and 
commanding location at the juncture of the Forum Roma-
num and the two crests of the Capitoline hill. It remains a 
cipher, unconsidered and unexplained.
This thesis provides an explanation for the construction 
of the Tabularium consonant with the building’s composi-
tion and siting, the character of the man who commissioned 
it, and the political climate at the time of its construction 
— reconciling the Tabularium’s location and design with 
each of these factors. 
Previous analyses of the Tabularium dwelt on its topo-
graphic properties as a monumental backdrop for the 
Forum to the exclusion of all else. This thesis proposes the 
Tabularium was created by the dictator Lucius Cornelius 
Sulla as a military installation forging an architectural 
nexus between political and religious authority in Rome. 
The Tabularium was the first instance of military architec-
ture behind the mask of a civic program — a  prototype for 
Julius and Augustus Caesar’s monumental interventions in 
the Forum valley.
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1. The Forum Romanum
Rome began as a hill-town beside an island in the Tiber River, 
the fi rst convenient ford above the Tyrrhenian Sea.1 Accord-
ing to the rich mythology surrounding the city’s origin, it was 
founded on April 21, 753 bce by Romulus — the role his twin 
brother Remus played in the story is well known.2 One of the 
founder’s fi rst acts, according to the same myth, was plowing 
the pomerium, a sacred boundary separating the city from the 
natural world.3 Outside, all would remain as it had been but 
inside the pomerium the laws of Man would assume predomi-
nance over the laws of Nature. 
The pomerium was physically related to the city walls 
(although the precise relationship is disputed). The Roman’s 
vision of their city as an entity bounded by a mystical limit 
lasted for almost one thousand years, from the foundation of 
the city until the Emperor Hadrian extended the pomerium to 
include the entire empire (121 ce).4   
Rome was always a mix of different peoples and traditions. 
Romulus and Remus were said to be Latin but the ceremony 
used to found the city was known as “the Etruscan ritual.”5 
The Latin (or Etruscan) tribe who occupied the Palatine hill, 
and the Sabine tribe who occupied the Quirinal hill formed an 
alliance very early in Rome’s history.6 Initially, these tribes lived 
apart, but at one time or another intermarriage became possible 
— a story preserved in the Roman myth known as “the Rape 
of the Sabine Women”. A low place in the valley separating the 
Palatine and Quirinal hills became a meeting ground, and then 
the center of a city in which the two tribes were united politi-
cally and, even more importantly, religiously (fi g. 1).7 
Figure 1. Topography of Rome
a) Campus Martius, b) Quirinal 
Hill, c) Viminal Hill, d) Tiber 
Island, e) Capitoline Hill, f) 
Forum Valley, g) Esquiline Hill, 
h) Palatine Hill, i) Caelian Hill.
 
Rome’s famous Seven Hills 
originally provided  natural 
fortifications. The Aventine Hill 
is the only one of the seven not 
in this image; it is out of the 
frame, below the Palatine. The 
Capitoline is closest to the Tiber 
and Tiberina, the Tiber island.
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1. The Forum Romanum
Figure 2 . The Forum within 
the Modern City.
The Forum is an open air 
museum in the heart of modern 
Rome. Michelangelo’s famous 
Campidoglio is in the upper 
left, Mussolini’s Via dei Fori 
Imperiali  is the diagonal line 
separating the Forum Romanum 
from the Imperial Fora.
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Tourists and scholars today see the Forum Romanum as 
isolated from the rest of the city because of the reorientation of 
the Capitoline fi nalized by Michelangelo, the superimposition 
of modern roads (particularly the Via dei Fori Imperiali) over 
the remains of the Forum valley by Mussolini, and the segre-
gation of the whole area as an open air museum (fi g. 2).8 We 
must remember, in our attempts to imagine the ancient city, the 
Forum was not segregated from the rest of the city. In particu-
lar, the Forum extended directly on to the Capitoline hill; the 
Via Sacra that defi ned the northern edge of the Forum joined 
the clivus Capitolinus that provided access to the top of the 
Capitol. While the ancient Romans made distinctions between 
the Forum Romanum, the slightly higher levels abutting the 
Capitoline and Palatine hills, and the Capitoline, there were 
clear visual and spatial connections between them.9 
If the Forum became the center of the people, the Capito-
line hill, located on the northwest side of the Forum, became 
the precinct of the gods — the templum. The Capitoline has 
two crests: on the southern one, closest to the Tiber, stood the 
temple of Jupiter. It was, and would remain, the most presti-
gious, most consequential, most revered and holy site in Rome. 
The city’s “share of immortality”, its “promise of destiny” was 
contained in the aedes Iovis Optimi Maximi Capitolini.10 On 
the second crest, north of the Jupiter temple stood the temple 
of Juno, Jupiter’s sister and wife.11
The templum on the Capitoline Hill and the open space 
of the Forum constituted the physical embodiment of Rome’s 
public realm (fi g. 3).
Rome was founded as a monarchy. There were, in all, seven 
kings. The fi rst four consolidated the city of Romulus; the last 
three are traditionally considered Etruscan and their reigns are 
collectively associated with a developing sense of civic unity.12 
Construction of the Cloaca Maxima (Great Sewer) to drain 
the Forum and protect it from the Tiber’s yearly fl ooding is 
attributed to the Etruscan kings (the date is disputed with esti-
mates ranging from 650 to 575).13 The Forum’s main space was 
Sulla’s Tabularium
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open.14 That is what the word forum means, an open space or 
fi eld.15 The buildings surrounded what was once a lake; there 
is a monument (a ring of stones worn smooth by rain) called 
the Lacus Curtius — in memory of what had been there before 
the site was drained.16 
The Etruscan king Servius Tullius was traditionally thought 
to have been responsible for the fi rst set of defensive walls enclos-
ing the city, the so-called Servian Walls.17 The Cloaca, the defen-
sive wall, and the fi rst contiguous paving of the Forum were all 
associated with the Etruscan kings; they are all civic projects 
refl ecting the emerging consciousness of Rome as a collective.18
In 509 a group of prominent citizens led by Marcus Junius 
Brutus expelled the royal house of the Tarquins and established 
an oligarchic republic.19 Rome’s last king, Lucius Tarquinius 
Superbus, fi nished the great temple on the Capitoline (509).20 
Jupiter Optimus Maximus had been intended as a monument 
to the power and ambition of Rome’s royal house, but instead 
became a monument to the foundation of Rome’s new order.21 
This Temple, although known as a Jupiter temple, was dedi-
cated to the Capitoline triad of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva.22 
Its Etruscan plan and proportions created a squat and bulky 
building that looked down on the Forum for four hundred 
years. It was here magistrates assumed and laid down their 
offi ces, and the Triumphal procession reached its climax — as 
the Triumphator came face to face with Jupiter.23 
Roman trade and military conquests brought contact with 
the Greek colonies in Italy. Ever ready to absorb the strengths 
of other cultures, temples were dedicated to Greek divinities 
across the city: Apollo Sosianus, outside the pomerium to the 
West of the Capitoline (dedicated in 431, rebuilt in 353); and 
Castor and Pollux, on the southeast side of the Forum (vowed 
during the Battle of Lake Regillus and dedicated in 484) (fi g. 
4 & 5).24 Temples, once concentrated in the Forum and on the 
Capitoline, spread throughout Rome’s neighbourhoods — such 
as the Temple to the agrarian deities Ceres Liber Liberaque on 
the Aventine (493).25 
Figure 3. (Opposite Page) 
The Forum Romanum and 
Capitoline Hill, ca 100 bce.
1) The Regia, 2) Temple of Vesta, 
3) House of the Vestal Virgins, 
4) Temple of Castor and Pollux, 
5) Tabernae Veteres, 6) Basilica 
Sempronia, 7) Temple of Saturn, 
8) Clivus Capitolinus, 9) Temple 
of Fides, 10) Temple of Jupiter 
Capitolinus, 11) Temple of 
Veiovis, 12) Temple of Concord, 
13) Curia Hostilia, 14) Tabernae 
Novae, 15) Basilica Aemilia.
The Forum was also lined with 
private homes, mercantile 
enterprises, and dotted with small 
shrines – these have been omitted 
for clarity. Drawn by Author.
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1. The Forum Romanum
Figures 4 & 5. The Temple of 
Castor and Pollux (above) and the 
Temple of Apollo Sosianus (below).
These three columns of the  
Temple of Castor and Pullox have 
remained standing since antiquity. 
The epithet Sosianus refers to 
a particular aspect of Apollo’s 
powers; he was the god of healing.
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Institutions begun under the monarchy often found their 
architectural expression in the Forum or on the Capitoline. 
Roman religion was based on the family; in the east end 
of the Forum the royal hearth (focus in Latin) became the 
hearth fi re of the city — tended by the Vestals, virgin daugh-
ters of Rome’s aristocratic families.26 The circular aedes Vesta 
(Temple of Vesta) marks the southeast edge of the Forum 
proper.27 According to legend Rome’s second king, Numa 
Pompilius, built the fi rst atria Vesta (Vestal House) when he 
codifi ed the state’s religion. 28 The Temple of the Virgins was 
the “very heart” of Rome’s state religion, where the city’s 
sacred hearth-fi re was tended.29 Roman families were distinct 
religious and political units with the Paterfamilias as autocrat 
and representative.30 The Regia (king’s house) was rebuilt 
nearby to store religious implements and records — its name 
demonstrating the association with the monarchy — and the 
Domus Publica beside it became the offi cial residence of the 
Pontifex Maximus, who assumed the most important of the 
king’s religious obligations. The Vestals were Rome’s family 
and the Pontifex their Paterfamilias.31 
Rome suffered a humiliating defeat in 390 when a 
marauding army of Gauls sacked the city. This event left 
deep scars in Rome’s memory; more than any other enemy, 
Rome feared the tall, light-skinned warriors from the north. 
In response, Rome altered and augmented her defenses, 
building the wall that would define the urbs for 650 years.32 
The area enclosed by the wall was much larger than the 
city; Rome clearly expected to conquer and expand as she 
had prior to the sacking of the city.
It was also in the fourth century the Forum became an 
exclusively civic space; the merchants whose shops had previ-
ously fi lled the tabernae were forced to relocate.33 From around 
300 on, the Forum was reserved for temples, the apparatus of 
the republican government, and, tellingly, moneychangers.34 
It became necessary to secure permission from the senate to 
build in the Forum.35
Sulla’s Tabularium
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1. The Forum Romanum
Figure 6. Remains of 
the Basilica Julia.
The open central area is in 
the middle of this image; the 
Basilica Julia (built to replace 
Sempronia) is on the right.
The building’s outline is very clear 
and the column grid has been 
marked with partial columns, 
segments of sculpture, and other 
material excavated from the Forum.
Figure 7. Reconstructed Curia.
The building’s simplicity is in 
keeping with the Roman suspicion 
of sophistication, which they 
considered Greek and effeminate.
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Sulla’s Tabularium
Foreign wars and conquest changed the physical form of 
Rome and the Forum by bringing tremendous wealth into 
the city, making architectural patronage a venue for political 
competition, and expanding the repertoire of Roman archi-
tects’ building types and techniques. Slaves were brought to 
Rome in unprecedented number — educated Greek slaves, 
including architects, being the most prized.36 It was in the 
second century many different architectural types appeared 
for the fi rst time in Rome: the fi rst triumphal arch (196), fi rst 
portico (193), fi rst basilica (184), fi rst paved streets (174), and 
fi rst marble temple (Iuppiter Stator dedicated in 146).37 The 
basilica type, in particular, had a great infl uence on the Forum. 
Basilicas are large, trebeated spaces suited to all kinds of activ-
ity. Their size and structural simplicity made them a natural 
fi t for the Forum — and for competitive patrons attempting to 
outdo each other in lavish displays.  
The outlines of the Basilica Julia remain clearly visible — a 
small crepido (curb) delineates the buildings boundaries (fi g. 
6). The rest of the building is gone, only the expanse of its 
fl oor remains. There is no hint of the grandeur once possessed 
by Caesar’s most extravagant contribution to the Forum. A 
random selection of marble pieces sitting on squat brick piers 
marks the original column grid. This was the home of Rome’s 
courts.38 Here young aristocrats began their political careers 
pressing suits against family enemies. Inside, the republic’s 
great orators, including Cicero and Caesar himself, pled cases 
before juries composed of senators or equestrians.
Romulus was said to have built the Curia himself (fi g. 
7). Mussolini restored it to its incarnation as the Curia Iulia 
between 1930 and 1936.39 The building is surprisingly plain. 
The Latin curia is still used to refer to the Papal court. In the 
context of ancient Rome it meant a council or parliament, 
formal or informal, regular or extemporaneous, private or 
governmental. The term was extended in the same way ‘parlia-
ment’ has come to mean both the group and its meeting place. 
If the discussion was open to everyone it was called a contio 
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1. The Forum Romanum
Figure 8. Site of the Comitium.
The original Comitium is now 
under the Arch of Septimius Severus 
(left) and the reconstruction 
of the Curia Julia (right).
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(from the Latin verb, ‘to be silent’).40 
The senate could meet, according to the dictates of Roman 
religion, only in an area religiously sanctifi ed and separated 
from the rest of the city — a templum. In practice this meant 
meeting in either in temples or in the Curia. The Curia was 
favoured because of tradition and location. 
Only senators and members of the priestly colleges were 
allowed inside the Curia. Anyone else with an interest in the 
proceedings waited outside, either on the Graecostasis — “a 
raised platform on which foreign ambassadors, particularly 
Greeks, attended meetings of the senate” — or in the Chal-
cidium, a covered walkway protected from the elements.41 
The Curia’s giant doors were left open while the senate was in 
session so those forced to remain outside could see and hear 
the senate’s deliberations.
The remains of the Comitium (a one hundred meter 
square area where people met to elect magistrates and 
vote on legislation) are hard to identify amidst the palimp-
sest of paving stones under one’s feet.42 Coarelli describes 
it as “the ancient political center of the city”, its position 
dictated by the earth and sky, “following an ancient rite, 
augurs defined the area of the Comitium along the cardinal 
points.”43 While architecturally unremarkable, the Comi-
tium was essential to the republic; the Forum was the center 
of Rome’s democracy as long as the republic lasted.44 Karl 
Hölkeskamp describes the Comitium as a nexus between 
civic politics, cultural memory, and architecture:
In the Comitium the populus Romanus took on 
its institutional form as the comitia… It was the 
place, or space, for the permanent communica-
tion between magistrates, senators, and citizens, 
between the political elite and the people. The 
area of the Comitium was the most important 




1. The Forum Romanum
Figure 9. Forum Ornament.
Almost certainly from the Imperial 
era. Greek sculptors were brought 
to Rome, often as slaves, to 
work marble. Romans had no 
experience working with hard 
stones; Roman ornament was 
terracotta and the architecture 
was of soft tufa or brick.
Figure 10. Temples of 
Saturn and Concord.
The reconstructed pediment of  
the Temple of Saturn is on the 
left. Three columns of the Temple 
of Concord are on the right. The 
remains of the Tabularium are in 
the background (note the open 
arches of the Sullan era arcade).
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The Rostra was on the end of the Comitium opposite the 
Curia. It was a speakers’ platform; candidates in elections 
stood on it to address the crowds. Similarly, Rome’s prominent 
men would take their turns praising or abusing a piece of legis-
lation. The Roman playwright Plautus described the charac-
ters to be found in the Forum’s crowds: “For perjurers try the 
Comitium. Liars and braggarts, by the shrine of Cloacina; rich 
married wastrels, in stock by the Basilica.”46
The ensemble of the Curia, Comitium, and Rostra was 
aligned with the clivus Capitolinus (the road leading up to the 
Capitoline temples). 47 The government’s power was derived 
from, and sanctioned by, Jupiter.
Three temples sit at the base of the Capitoline — the 
Temple of Saturn, Temple of Concordia, and the Temple of 
Vespasian and Titus (fig. 10). Saturn is the most impressive. 
A motley assortment of columns has been placed under a 
reconstruction of the entablature — enough to give visitors 
a sense of the temple’s size. Saturn had a shrine on the Arx 
before any other temples existed in Rome.48 His Temple 
was moved to the Forum (to clear space for the Temple of 
Juno Moneta) and became the republican treasury.
The Temple of Concordia was vowed by L. Furius Camil-
lus in 367 to quell the unrest caused by the passage of the 
Licinian-Sextian Laws.49 The Temple was rendered ritually 
impure by the murder of Gaius Gracchus but restored and 
rededicated by L. Opimius in 121.50
Only three columns from the Temple of the Divine Vespa-
sian and Titus remain. This temple, as the name indicates, is 
from the Imperial era.
Behind the Temples of Concordia and Vespasian and Titus 
is the looming wall of the Tabularium. 51 The massive wall is 
built of grey / brown tufa. Perched on top of the Tabularium 
is Michelangelo’s Palazzo del Senatorio. This is the other side 
of Michelangelo’s famous Piazza del Campidoglio — one 
of Rome’s great postcard views; the cordonata (grand stair) 
leading from the street to the elliptical plaza with the eques-
Sulla’s Tabularium
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1. The Forum Romanum
Figure 11. The Cordonata.
The majestic stairs leading 
to Michelangelo’s Piazza del 
Campidoglio are one of Rome’s 
most popular tourist attractions.
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trian statue of Marcus Aurelius at its center (fi g. 11). Three of 
the Tabularium arcade’s towering arches remain open in the 
tufa wall, providing one of the best views of the temples and 
the Forum. The arcade is entered from the Campidoglio side, 
by means of the Musei Capitolini. 
The story of Rome’s foundation by Romulus is precisely 
that — a story:
The founder was the man who accomplished 
the religious act without which a city could not 
exist. He established the hearth where the sacred 
fi re was eternally to burn. He it was, who, by his 
prayers and his rites, called the Gods, and fi xed 
them forever in the new city.52 
These works — the Curia, Comitium, Atria Vesta, 
Cloaca Maxima, the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, and 
the pomerium – were the DNA of ancient Rome. Like their 
biological counterpart, they provided the blueprint for the 
city’s growth, subtly exercising their influence on Rome’s 
politics, religion, and its physical form. 
Rome was, by its nature, conservative; her citizens were 
devoted to the mos maiorum (ways of the ancestors).53 “No 
people ever respected the customs of their ancestors more 
or were more tenacious in holding on to them, in however 
attenuated a form, than the Romans.”54  
The Forum evolved and changed during the four hundred 
years of republican government that preceded Sulla’s build-
ing program but the change was incremental and could 
always claim some precedent. Precedent governed construc-
tion within the Forum; Sulla’s Tabularium was a building 
without precedent. Both its form and function were new. 
In more settled times the Tabularium would have been 
unthinkable, but the era that produced both Sulla and the 
Tabularium was anything but settled.
Sulla’s Tabularium
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2. History of the Tabularium
Figure 12 . Section through 
the Palazzo Senatorio.
The Tabularium, in its 
original design, is drawn in 
blue - the Palazzo Senatorio 
is drawn in brown.
Drawn by Author.
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2. History of the Tabularium
Sulla’s Tabularium
The Tabularium has been the subject of very little architec-
tural scholarship and is totally absent from the ancient literary 
sources.55 It has become known as the Tabularium because of 
the inscription (cil, vi. 1314) recorded by the Italian humanist 
Poggio Bracciolini, since lost.56
Q(uintus) Lutatius Q(uinti) f(ilius) Q(uinti) 
[n(epos)] Catulus co(n)s(ul) substructionem et 
tabularium de s(enatus) s(ententia) faciundum 
coeravit [ei]demque pro[bavit]57
Quintus Lutatius Catulus, son of Quintus, 
grandson of Quintus, consul, undertook the 
building and inspection of the foundation and 
tabularium in accordance with a resolution of 
the senate.58
A nearly identical inscription, found on site, also connects 
Q. Lutatius Catulus to the building (cil, vi. 1313).59 Sulla’s 
authorship, despite the epigraphic evidence, is almost univer-
sally accepted.60 The building’s scale, prominence, and its 
architectural similarities to other Sullan projects also point 
toward his authorship.61 The inscription implies the building 
was constructed during the consulship of Catulus, however 
such a large structure could not have been completed in the 
span of a single year; the building’s design phase would have 
occurred prior to 78, while Sulla was still dictator.
Sulla’s dictatorship lasted from 82 to 79; Catulus was 
17
2. History of the Tabularium
Figure 13. Section through 
the Tabularium.
The three distinct spaces — the 
arcade, corridor, and stair — are 
clearly described in section. 
Drawn by Author, 
following Delbrück.
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elected consul for 78. Sulla had executed the most danger-
ous of his political enemies and restocked the senate with 
members of his party, of which Catulus was one. Consular 
elections were held far in advance so the consul elect could 
have a voice in the decisions he would have to implement 
the following year.62 Catulus’ election would have been in 
79, before Sulla laid down the dictatorship.63 
The inscription clearly indicates the areas of the build-
ing described as the substructionem and tabularium were 
completed by 78. This has been taken by Coarelli to indi-
cate the construction required only five years, an improb-
ably short period.64 
Platner and Ashby’s Topographical Dictionary of 
Ancient Rome is the standard English language reference 
on ancient Rome. The entry on the Tabularium is quoted 
at length because modern authors frequently offer nothing 
more than reiterations of this information.
On the forum side the foundation wall began 
on the level of the area Volcani, and the 
substructio (cf. inscription) consisted of this 
wall with a series of six recesses out of which 
narrow windows open, and a corridor between 
it and the tufa rock of the hill itself… Above 
this corridor of the substructio is the corri-
dor of the first story of the Tabularium prop-
er, 5 metres wide and 10 high, extending the 
whole length of the building and originally 
open at both ends, but not connected with any 
other part (fig. 12). Its front was an arcade of 
the Doric order. There were eleven arches all 
but one of which have been walled up.65 This 
arcade afforded the means of communication 
between the two portions of the Capitoline, 
and formed a striking architectural terminus 
for the forum… Behind the corridor of the first 
Sulla’s Tabularium
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Figure 14. Sullan plan.
Note the preservation of the 
Temple of Veiovis in the plan. 
The Tabularium was partially 
cut from the rock on the 
Capitoline side; no information 
exists on the north elevation.
Drawn by Author.
2. History of the Tabularium
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story are supporting walls and piers. A long 
flight of sixty-six steps, partly cut in the rock, 
leads down to the ground through a fine arched 
doorway in the wall of the substructure (fig. 
13). These steps have no connection with any 
other part of the building, and afforded direct 
access from the forum to the upper part of the 
Tabularium and the summit of the Capitoline.66
 The Sullan building, the original design, consisted of 
three main programmatic elements: a corridor and connect-
ing rooms within the substructure, with six small windows 
facing the Forum; the arcade, five meters wide and twice as 
high, providing the best view of the Forum available today; 
and the stair running up from the Forum to the Asylum 
(fig. 13 & 14).67 
The six rooms within the substructure are also connect-
ed, via stairs, to a suite of four rooms on the upper level. 
The arcade was open on both ends — the Capitol on south 
side and the Arx on the north.68 A portion of the Asylum 
was paved — the pavers are preserved in the Musei Capito-
lini — testifying to the presence of an atrium.69
The original design accommodated the existing Temple 
of Veiovis (fig. 14). This temple was “consecrated in 196 BC 
by Consul Lucius Furius Purpurio… then dedicated in 192 
BC by Quintus Marcius Ralla.”70 Veiovis was an indigenous 
deity possibly associated with the Underworld.71 
It is difficult to determine the original entrances to the 
building. The stairs lower entrance was via a gated door in 
the Forum, beside the Temple of Concordia, and their upper 
entrance was from the Asylum. The upper level would also 
have been accessed from the Asylum and the lower level 
was accessed from the upper through a small stairway. The 
arcade, as already discussed, was entered from either end.72 
Delbrück indicates a second door in the substructure on the 
south side of the Forum façade, halfway between the arcade 
Sulla’s Tabularium
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and stair entrance (fi g. 14).73 This provided entry to both the 
arcade and the corridor in the substructure, unfortunately “of 
the development of [the second entrance] we know virtually 
nothing.”74 Lastly, there is currently a stair in the northeast 
corner of the building, connecting the lowest level of the build-
ing to the archive rooms. It is impossible to determine if this 
was original or a later addition — Claudian, Flavian, or some 
later date.
The original path taken by the clivus Capitolinus can only 
be inferred. I believe the Clivus proceeded in a more or less 
straight line up to the Capitoline (fi g. 3 & 24). Several earth-
quakes damaged the clivus Capitolinus between the fall of 
the Empire and the Middle Ages. Part of roadway collapsed 
and was replaced by the new road on the Porticus Deorum 
Consentium.75 The entrance midway up the substructure 
would have required a short spur from the clivus Capitoli-
nus. Our knowledge of the topography of the Capitoline 
is incommensurate with the numerous reconstructions the 
area underwent over the last two thousand years.76
The Emperor Claudius undertook the first major addi-
tion to the Sullan design, adding a second arcaded gallery 
in 46 ce (fig. 16).77 The fire that destroyed the Capitoline 
during the conflict between Vitellius and Vespasian in 69 
ce damaged the interior and lead to another renovation and 
possible addition.78
A fire started in the Campus Martius and spread to the 
Capitoline, in 80 ce, destroying the newly completed recon-
struction begun by Vespasian and continued by Titus. The 
Emperor Domitian began anew. It was during the recon-
struction of 81 ce the Porticus Deorum Consentium was 
introduced under the clivus Capitolinus, possibly altering 
the road’s path (see above). Domitian began the Temple of 
the Deified Titus and Vespasian at the same time, block-
ing the Sullan stairway (fig. 17).79 Richardson’s New Topo-
graphic Dictionary adds “some have even suggested a third 
storey, which would make it not unlike the earliest theaters 
Figure 15. (Opposite top)
Sullan Elevation.
The Sullan original looks truncated 
compared to the later versions 
with two storeys of arcades.
Drawn by Author.
Figure 16. (Opposite Bottom)
Claudian elevation.
The Emperor Claudius 
added a second gallery. This 
reconstruction is far more familiar 




Figure 17. Base of the Temple 
of Vespasian and Titus.
On the left in this image is the 
Porticus Deorum Consentium, built 
to support the clivus Capitolinus. 
In the center is a remnant of the 
podium that supported the aedes 
divus Vespasian et Titus (the 
Temple of the Divine Vespasian 
and Titus). The door to the 
Tabularium stair is blocked but 
the lintel and semi-circular 
arch above it are just visible.
Photo courtesy of the AAR.
Figure 18. Reconstructing 
the Forum.
Image courtesy of the AAR.
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with freestanding cavea.”80 An illustration in Coarelli 
shows a third storey.81 I consider the third storey unlikely, 
based on the available evidence, but the proposition cannot 
be entirely rejected. 
The Tabularium survived the Empire but was handled 
roughly under the Papacy. The building was used as a store-
house for salt, and as a result the inner walls have suffered 
severely from erosion.82 Pope Boniface viii demolished part 
of the building to create the tower at the north end of the 
Forum façade, circa 1300;83 Pope Martin v added the tower 
at the north corner (ca. 1427); and Pope Nicholas v, the 
tower at the east corner (1453).84 
The Tabularium’s present condition is the result of an 
intervention by Michelangelo. The first iteration of the 
Palazzo del Senatorio existed before Michelangelo began 
work on the Capitoline. Buonarroti, artist and architect, 
was commissioned in 1536 by Pope Paul III to create a show-
piece on top of the most important of Rome’s famous ‘seven 
hills’. The occasion was a visit to Rome by Charles v, Holy 
Roman Emperor. Michelangelo removed what remained of 
the arcade storeys and built the present Palazzo del Senato-
rio directly upon the ancient structure.85 
The section of the clivus Capitolinus connecting the 
Forum to the Capitol collapsed, taking a section of the 
south side of the hill with it, sometime during the first 
millennium ce.86
For two thousand five hundred years the buildings on 
the Capitoline hill had faced south, towards the Forum; 
Michelangelo’s composition faced roughly north, towards 
the Campo Marzio and, across the Tiber, the Vatican. 
Michelangelo’s design secured the Campidoglio’s new rela-
tion to the Forum. 
The Forum had fallen out of use long before Michelan-
gelo’s design. The Tiber’s flooding had dropped thousands 
of tons of sediment over it and returned it to its condition 
prior to the Cloaca Maxima — it was a swamp and consid-
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Figure 19. The Tabularium 
and Monuments at the Foot 
of Capitoline Hill, 1866.
This watercolour is by French 
architect and Prix de Rome 
winner Constant Mayoux. It 
illustrates the view from the Forum 
towards the Palazzo Senatorio.
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ered a health hazard. In the ‘Prefatory Note’ to his Recent 
Discoveries in the Forum: 1898-1904 St. Clair Baddeley 
assures travelers:
I have heard life in the Forum likened unto ‘La 
Città Morte,’ wherein the malign infl uences of 
ancient crimes rise up from the soil and evilly 
affect those who live upon the site. I have also 
heard it declared to be a place dangerous to 
physical health. It is with gratifi cation, therefore, 
after living therein, both beneath it and above, as 
few can have done, for considerable portions of 
the last six years, that I can bring solid evidence to 
belie both accusations.87
 The Tabularium was not even interesting to antiquarians 






Excavation of the Forum began as part of the more gener-
al fascination with Rome characterizing the Renaissance. 
Architects traveled to Rome to document the surviving 
architecture. Our ideas about the purpose of the Tabular-
ium are directly descended from those images (fig. 20). It 
was the epigraphers Bracciolini and Signorili who copied 
the inscription including the identification ‘tabularium’.88 
Both men relied on the benefactions of Lorenzo de Medici, 
arch-classicist and patron of the arts.89
Purcell notes several problems with the inscription in his 
argument the building known as the Tabularium is actually 
the atrium Libertatis (Hall of Liberty).90 The atrium Libertatis 
was the offi ce of the censors during the Republic; the censors 
handled important tasks as compiling the list of Roman citi-
zens and enrolling them in the classis (classes or ranks) which 
would determine their privileges and obligations as citizens. 
There is no consensus about its location despite the numerous 
literary references about it that have been preserved.
 The fi rst rule of epigraphy, “no opportunity to add to the 
dedicator’s prestige may be missed,” raises awkward ques-
tions.91 If this was the senate archive, as has been assumed, 
Catulus would have claimed credit for it as such; he does not. 
The existence of two inscriptions so similar (cil, vi. 1314 and 
cil, vi. 1313) can be taken to indicate, “The works referred 
to were the subsidiary parts of a greater whole.”92 The dual 
inscriptions are in keeping with Roman contract law, which 
specifi es a separate proof of probatio, further evidence of a 
complicated structure articulated in separate components. 
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Bracciolini complained the text was almost illegible due to 
salt corrosion.93 If this were the case, the inscription would 
have been inside the building and at the lowest level. Indeed, 
Bracciolini specifi ed the location as the lowest storey on the 
northeast corner of the building. Placing the inscription inside 
the structure is not the way to increase the patron’s prestige 
for obvious reasons. Lastly, there is the complicated matter of 
the inscriptions’ texts: they use the phrase de senatus sententia 
(rather than de senatus consultum) and neither includes any 
mention of the people of Rome. Anyone who has been to Rome 
knows the ubiquity of the acronym spqr, senatus populusque 
Romanum (the senate and people of Rome). 
The political ascendency of the Sullani was short lived. Q. 
L. Catulus was subjected to an unoffi cial damnatio memo-
riae when Gaius Julius Caesar took control of Rome.94 This 
process would certainly include the destruction of all dedicato-
ry inscriptions bearing his name — most famously the inscrip-
tion on Jupiter Optimus Maximus, rededicated in Caesar’s 
name.95 It is possible, given the formal characteristics of the 
Tabularium, other inscriptions were made but destroyed either 
by Caesar or at a later date. This is a problem for epigraphers 
to unravel but, together, these issues certainly call into ques-
tion the identifi cation of the building as a tabularium.
Phyllis Culham, in her study of archives in republican 
Rome, remarks without the epigraphic information, “we would 
not even know what the building was called or what functions 
it might have housed, since there are no spaces clearly suited 
to the handling of documents.”96 She suggests, further, the 
main function the Tabularium was intended to serve was as a 
“monumental marker of space.” Culham ultimately concludes 
the Tabularium was, “intended primarily to present an archi-
tecturally impressive terminus to the forum area and a central 
focus for the Capitoline.”97
I agree with both Purcell and Culham — to a degree. 
Purcell’s nomination of the building as the long lost atrium 
Libertatis is seductive. It solves two separate topographic prob-
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lems: it locates the Hall of Liberty and provides a program and 
literary corpus for the building known as the Tabularium. I 
am unwilling to accept it on the evidence provided (amount-
ing to little more than a restatement of the problems associ-
ated with the Tabularium’s identifi cation). It certainly merits 
further investigation. For reasons enumerated below, it is clear 
the record keeping function of the Tabularium was, at best, a 
secondary feature. The design, most importantly the massing, 
had nothing whatsoever to do with the practical need to house 
the republican archives.
Filippo Coarelli, in his Rome and Environs, rejects the 
notion of a central archive, arguing the whole purpose of 
the building was to secure the transportation of newly mint-
ed coins from the Temple of Juno Moneta to the Temple of 
Saturn.98 Coarelli’s thesis hangs on the existence of a build-
ing connected to the Tabularium for which the archaeological 
evidence is very weak. 
Richardson repeats the standard claim the buildings was 
“the record offi ce in which were fi led the offi cial archives of 
Rome.”99 This statement must, by now, be considered dubious. 
Following a brief recital of the building’s history he offers this 
verdict, “It consists of a number of distinct parts but served 
especially to provide a dramatic backdrop to the northwest end 
of the Forum Romanum.”100 
Favro’s well-researched evaluation of Augustan architec-
ture establishes the motives for, and history of, the creation of 
complete architectural environments — concentrating on the 
Augustan Forum. It is not surprising she interprets the Tabu-
larium as a component of such an environment:
This large building in the low saddle of the hill 
between the [Capitol] and the Arx was constructed 
by Q. Lutatius Catulus in 78 bce to house the 
state archives. Indeed, the Tabularium forms an 




Figure 20. The Tabularium 
and Monuments at the Foot 
of Capitoline Hill, 1866.
Another watercolour by Constant 
Mayoux reconstructs the 
Roman Forum in antiquity. He 
has rendered the Tabularium 




Casting the Tabularium as a “monumental backdrop” is 
also problematic; the original design almost certainly included 
a single storey arcade — suffi cient to visually close the space 
but hardly monumental (fi g. 15). The double or triple arcade 
appropriately described as monumental is of a much later date. 
Monumentality, in this sense, cannot be accepted as a purpose 
for the building or a factor in the design.
The Tabularium’s site and program have not been subject 
to analysis because of the acceptance of it as a giant piece of 
scenography; architectural commentary has focused instead on 
its monumental presence. There is no evidence the so-called 
Tabularium ever served as the senate’s archive; there is no 
evidence it was an archive of any kind except the single inscrip-
tion, damaged when it was found and subsequently lost. 
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4. Roman Politics in the First Century 
Sulla’s Tabularium
Sulla’s architectural program was designed to support 
the magistracy he arrogated for himself — dictator legi-
bus faciendis et rei publicae constituendae (dictator to 
make laws and reconstitute the State).102 Examination of 
the circumstances leading to his dictatorship is essential to 
understanding his politics and architecture. Before either 
can be explained a brief rehearsal of the social and political 
realities in Rome in his time is necessary. 
Rome had achieved a dominant position on the Ital-
ian peninsula by the early third century bce. Although 
primarily a land empire, Rome began to come into 
conflict with other Mediterranean maritime powers. Her 
defeat of Carthage in the Second Punic War (218-201) 
secured control over the western Mediterranean.103 
Keaveney, Sulla’s biographer, summarizes Rome’s position 
at the time of Sulla’s birth (in 138):
After centuries of steady advance and conquest 
culminating in the destruction of her greatest 
rival, Carthage, in 146, Rome had achieved 
total mastery of the Mediterranean basin, 
since such few states in the area as retained 
their independence did so by her leave.104
Rome was an Italian power before 201 bce. In 133 the 
Roman Empire included the entire Italian peninsula, the 
Kingdom of Pergamum, the province of Africa, southern 
and eastern Spain, Sicily, Macedon, a foothold east of the 
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Hellespont, southeastern Gaul, and uncontested command 
of the Mediterranean. Rome had become rich.105
The destruction of Numantia in Spain and the 
inheritance of Attalus’ kingdom of Pergamum in 
Asia Minor in 133 bce terminated the remarkable 
period of a little less than seventy years during 
which Rome had acquired imperial control over 
much of the Mediterranean world.106 
The Punic Wars and Rome’s expansion throughout the 
Mediterranean meant Rome had more armies in the field 
than at any previous time but the number of consuls did 
not increase. Instead, the practice of proroguing a consul’s 
or praetor’s imperium became common.107 The senatorial 
families did not wish to increase the opportunities for 
other families to “share in the consular dignity.”108 The 
senate’s determination to maintain its position increased 
in proportion to the size of Rome’s empire. The conquest 
of the eastern Mediterranean was an immensely profitable 
opportunity for Roman generals, assigned by the senate 
from the ranks of the consulars (senators who had already 
attained the consulship) and praetors.109
One of the principal results of Rome’s victories in the Punic 
and Pyrrhic Wars was the emergence of soldier-politicians 
who dominated civic politics after 200.110 The consulship 
was fought over and rewarded to military commanders. 
The separation between civil politics and the military had 
never been very wide in Rome; after the eastern victories 
it disappeared entirely. The military theorist Carl Philipp 
Gottlieb von Clausewitz wrote, “War is merely a continuation 
of politics by other means”.111 When military commanders 
installed themselves in politicians’ roles, the means of war 
and means of politics became one and the same.
Rome’s consular families were engaged in fierce and 
incessant competition. Relationships between the hous-
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es constantly changed. Temporary alliances were forged 
and broken, relationships of convenience and opportunity 
sometimes ratified by marriage but more often described as 
amicitia, an informal recognition of friendship.112 
The stability of the Roman state depended on the 
maintenance of a prolonged stalemate among the senato-
rial families. “At the heart of the system was the desire to 
prevent any one individual from gaining too much perma-
nent power.”113 The sudden rise of an individual or house 
inevitably produced a reaction — necessary to prevent one 
family from assuming dynastic powers. This was the other 
side to the prestige that came with military glory, epito-
mized by the case of Scipio Africanus. He was thrust into 
a position of unmatched predominance after he defeated 
Hannibal in 201. His eminence increased after he and his 
brother defeated the Seleucid Empire, extracting an enor-
mous indemnity. Cato and his henchmen harried Scipio in 
the senate and in the courts with unfounded accusations. 
Scipio retired from Rome to his estate in Liternum, angry 
and resentful. His epitaph read: Ingrata patria, ne ossa 
quidem habebis (Ungrateful fatherland, you will not even 
have my bones).114
In a world where wealth and ancestry were crucial, Sulla 
could boast of neither. Hannah Arendt explains the Roman 
concept of auctoritas maiorum, “Those endowed with 
authority were the elders... who had obtained it by descent 
and by transmission from those who had laid the founda-
tions for all things to come.”115 The group who claimed 
auctoritas as their legacy were the so-called nobilitas116 
— the core group of the senatorial aristocracy. This group 
defended its position within the Roman state by ostenta-
tious displays of their wealth, rhetorical skills, high birth, 
and (most importantly) their military victories.117
Whatever talents or qualifications he might possess, 
Sulla could never attain what he needed to be accepted 
amongst Rome’s senatorial elites — respected ancestors.118
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Sulla possessed an ancient name but his line of the 
Cornelii had not held a consulship for generations. The 
most famous ancestor he could claim was the unfortunate 
Rufinus — expelled from the senate for owning more silver 
tableware than anti-sumptuary laws allowed.119 “Ironically, 
this incident gained for [Rufinus] something he would prob-
ably not have won by his substantial military and political 
achievements: an undying, if somewhat dubious, fame.”120
Sulla’s father died when he was still quite young. He 
left his son nothing, most likely because he had nothing to 
leave.121 Although Sulla could always keep a roof over his 
head and food on his table, he found himself without suffi-
cient means to start what his biographer Keaveney calls 
“the only career open to a man of his class, that is he could 
not enter public life.”122 
Sulla’s inability to meet the property qualifi cation for a 
Roman offi cer was a crippling political handicap. Appian 
described the prime mover in Roman political and social life 
as cupido gloriae (lust for glory); it was glory that lifted a 
Roman above his competition for electoral offi ces and mili-
tary commands which brought a citizen auctoritas.123 Rome’s 
consuls were also Rome’s top-ranking military offi cers, 
expected to personally lead Rome’s legions. A man without 
military experience had no future in Roman politics. 
Sulla’s line of the Cornelian family had been excluded 
from the consulship for so long it was almost as if Sulla was 
a novus homo (new man).124 Professor Syme could not be 
clearer about the obstacles and prejudices a new man faced 
in republican politics, “It was a scandal and a pollution if a 
man without ancestors aspired to the highest magistracy of 
the Roman republic — he might rise to the praetorship but 
no higher.”125 
Sulla was a patrician and a republican. The members of 
Rome’s most powerful families considered him a parvenu 
— he considered himself an aristocrat. Sulla faced opposi-
tion, and outright hostility, throughout his public career. He 
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amassed a huge fortune from the spoils of war; Sulla was 
almost certainly the richest man in Rome when he installed 
himself as dictator. A courageous senator publically rebuked 
him; “There is certainly something wrong about you who 
have become so rich when your father left you nothing at 
all.”126 It would be difficult to overstate the conservatism 
of Rome’s senatorial elite. According to Plutarch, “they still 
thought that to forsake one’s hereditary poverty was just as 
disgraceful as to squander a fortune one had inherited.”127 
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The senate was losing its control over Rome by the end of the 
second century. Plutarch and Appian both begin their chroni-
cles of the civil wars that brought an end to Rome’s republican 
government with the political career of Tiberius Sempronius 
Gracchus. This is how Appian begins his narrative:
No sword was ever brought into the assembly, 
and no Roman was ever killed by a Roman, until 
Tiberius Gracchus, while holding the offi ce of 
tribune and in the act of proposing legislation, 
became the fi rst man to die in civil unrest, and 
along with him a great number of people who had 
crowded together on the Capitoline and were killed 
around the temple. The disorders did not end even 
with this foul act; on each occasion when they 
occurred the Romans openly took sides against 
each other, and often carried daggers; from time 
to time some magistrate would be murdered in a 
temple, or in the assembly, or in the forum.128
Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus was attacked while he was 
standing for re-election to the tribunate by a mob of sena-
tors and their clients.129 He had been attempting to force the 
passage of a land redistribution act. Gracchus was young, popu-
lar, and from one of the most distinguished families in Rome. 
He was murdered in the precinct of Jupiter Capitolinus along 
with three hundred of his followers. Their bodies were thrown 




Gaius, also murdered) were the fi rst aristocratic politicians to 
mobilize Rome’s plebeians behind a popular issue — and gain 
seemingly unstoppable electoral support in the process. 
Members of the senatorial families who imitated the poli-
tics of the Gracchi, relying on popularity with the plebeians, 
became known as Populares.130 The conservative majority 
closed ranks and styled themselves Optimates (best men).131
The introduction of physical violence to Roman politics 
was not something that could be undone; violence, sometimes 
escalating to a level near warfare, was endemic in Rome during 
the century that followed.
The period between the murder of Tiberius Gracchus 
(133) and Sulla’s assumption of the dictatorship (83) revealed 
Rome’s inability to withstand the consequences of empire.132 
The tremendous infl ux of wealth, the land requirements of 
veterans and their new-found political clout, the gradual shift 
from small farms to latifundia, the emergence of the urban 
plebeians as a political bloc, and the increased competition for 
(and rewards from) military commands all demanded changes 
to the republican system. The members of the senate, drawn 
from Rome’s consular houses, which had together controlled 
Roman politics for almost four hundred years, resisted any 
and all attempts to reform the system. They were forced to use 
increasingly drastic, and increasingly violent means to uphold 
the status quo as popular frustration mounted.
Reformers understood no change would come from within 
the senate; they used the tribunician’ powers to attempt to force 
reforms.133 Signifi cantly, these reformers were also members 
of Rome’s richest and most infl uential families; the senators 
considered them demagogues not ideologues. It was generally 
believed these young men were not interested in reform for the 
betterment of the republic but in advancing their own careers 
by ingratiating themselves with urban voters. 
The result was serial confl icts between the conservative 
senate and the more radical tribunes.134 The tribunes, with large 
segments of the populace behind them, pushed for change; the 
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senate, with tradition, wealth, and clients behind them, pushed 
back.135 The Forum became a battleground on which magis-
trates and their supporters fought for supremacy and survival.
Gaius Marius was thrust to the pinnacle of Roman poli-
tics by an urban population seeking revenge against the aris-
tocracy for the ineptitude of the consular generals. The public 
was impatient for the conclusion of the war against Jugurtha 
and shocked by the rout of two consular armies by Germanic 
tribes at Arausio (Orange) where inept Consuls led two armies 
against a numerically superior enemy and suffered the worst 
defeat by Roman arms in over one hundred years.136 
Marius cemented his position against the conservative senate 
in two ways: with continuing military success and through alli-
ances with radical tribunes.137 In this way he managed to hold 
on to the consulship for an unprecedented six consecutive years 
(from 106 to 100, his consulship being prorogued for 105).138 
His downfall came when, in 100, he ran out of wars to fi ght 
and was forced to put down optimate allies who over-reached 
themselves.139 Lucius Appuleius Saturninus and Gaius Servil-
ius Glaucia had a senator (and consul-elect) named Memmius 
lynched in the Forum.140 Saturninus and Glaucia had used 
mob violence as a political tool before but this was too much 
for either the senate or the people to accept.141 Marius’ popu-
larity among the plebeians evaporated when he used soldiers 
to suppress a tribune under orders from the senate. He went 
into self-imposed exile and did not return until the outbreak of 
the Social War.142 Plutarch writes, “In war his great reputation 
and supreme power came to him because he was needed… He 
had no aptitude for peace and civilian life.”143
Sulla rose to prominence as a successful military command-
er who was also acceptable to conservative elements within 
the senate; Sulla shared their ideology and was, at heart, very 
conservative politically. According to Plutarch, the senate set 
him against Marius from the beginning of his career.144 
The rivalry between Sulla and Marius began during Mari-
us’ fi rst consulship and Sulla’s fi rst military service — during 
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the war against Jugurtha.145 Both men claimed credit for the 
victory although, as consul, Marius’ claims carried more 
weight. 146 
Their rivalry continued during the war against the Teutones 
and Cimbri.147 Marius won the triumph but Sulla’s accomplish-
ments were suffi cient to keep him in the public eye. 148
Sulla emerged from Marius’ shadow when the so-called 
Social War erupted between Rome and her Italian allies (90).149 
Sulla’s infl uential friends ensured he was given imperium pro 
consule, outranking Marius.150 He scored the fi rst ever Roman 
triumph over the Marsi, defeated the Hirpinii, and sacked the 
Samnite citadel of Bovianum.151
Although the war dragged on for years, the victories of the 
fi rst two years allowed Sulla to return to Rome as the people’s 
darling and stand for election as consul for 88. Marius’ opti-
mate enemies in the senate had been crucial in Sulla’s dramatic 
rise. They used their infl uence, money, and networks of clients 
to assure his election to the consulship and, with it, the coveted 
command against Mithridates.152 
Above all else, Roman generals desired commands against 
the rich kingdoms of Asia. Marius coveted that command 
— success would return him to his place as the fi rst man in 
the republic. He made an ally of the tribune Publius Sulpicius 
Rufus; Marius would put his fame and infl uence behind Sulp-
icius’ legislative agenda and Sulpicius would have the Mithridic 
command reassigned to Marius.
This is Plutarch’s memorable narration: “Marius now 
formed an alliance with the tribune Sulpicius, a man so 
thoroughly bad as to be quite exceptional; one tended to 
inquire not what others he surpassed, but on what occasions 
he surpassed himself in wickedness.”153 Sulpicius maintained 
a band of 3 000 swordsmen whom he nicknamed his ‘anti-
senate’.154 
One of the precedents set by the Gracchi was the tribunes’ 
ability to legislate anything not governed by religious prescript; 
Sulpicius was able to have his proposed transfer of the command 
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against Mithridates from Sulla to Marius made law.155 Sulla 
had tradition and popular opinion with him but the law was 
against him. The violence of the rioting in Rome was so severe 
Sulla was forced to fl ee the city, fearing for his life. Plutarch 
describes the lawlessness:
When [Sulla’s] soldiers heard what had happened 
they stoned the military tribunes to death, upon 
which the party of Marius in Rome began to put 
to death the friends of Sulla and to make away 
with their property. Numbers of people fl ed and 
changed from one side to the other… The senate, 
no longer its own master, did what it was told to 
do by Marius and Sulpicius.156 
In 88 bce Lucius Cornelius Sulla became the fi rst man 
to lead a Roman army against the walls of Rome.157 In less 
than a year, Sulla had gone from the most beloved to the most 
hated man in Rome. The senate and common people, for once, 
were united in their resistance. The people despised him for 
branding Marius an outlaw; the senators were outraged by his 
contempt for their authority.158 Every Roman fi ercely resented 
his use of military force to gain political rule.159 Sulla claimed, 
and likely believed, all of his actions were to restore Rome to 
its rightful authorities.160 He took up his prized command to 
avoid prosecution in a Roman court.161
Marius had escaped Sulla and made his way to Africa.162 In 
Rome, the new consul Cinna elected for his fi erce opposition to 
Sulla, was starting to resemble Sulpicius in his political tactics. 
The senate, anxious for an opportunity to prove its power, 
branded Cinna a public enemy and drove him from the city.163
Cinna took refuge with a Roman army still prosecuting the 
war against the Italian allies. Marius, infuriated by Rome’s 
ingratitude for his years of service, wanted revenge. He offered 
his services to Cinna and Cinna accepted. Following Sulla’s 
disastrous example, the two began a march on Rome.
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In this state of affairs the senate met and sent a 
deputation to Cinna and Marius, inviting them 
to enter the city and begging them to spare the 
lives of the citizens. Cinna, as consul, received the 
deputation seated on his chair of offi ce and gave 
encouraging replies to the senate’s representatives. 
Marius stood beside the consul’s chair and, though 
he did not utter a word, the heavy anger on his 
face and the grimness of his expression made it 
clear all the time that, as soon as he could, he was 
going to fi ll the city with blood.164 
The senate was unable to organize a defense — the city 
was in chaos. Out of options, they sent a delegation welcom-
ing Cinna back to the city as Rome’s rightful consul. Marius, 
however, would not be pacifi ed. His followers murdered any 
noble or senator Marius wished; severed heads decorated the 
Rostra.165 
Marius had received a sign as a child that he would be 
consul of Rome seven times; he achieved his seventh consulship 
in 86 but died a few days after taking offi ce.166 After Marius’ 
death, Cinna assumed the powers of a dictator without assum-
ing the title. However, since the senate had recognized his 
authority, he was the lawful head of Rome’s government.
Cinna did not bother holding consular elections in the years 
that followed. He simply appointed his co-consul.167 He passed 
the legislation he threatened earlier — stripping Sulla of impe-
rium and command of the Mithridic War.168 
Sulla at no time recognized the authority of Cinna’s govern-
ment. Instead, he kept fi ghting the war, defeating Mithridates’ 
armies one at a time, hardening his legions. Sulla’s veteran 
fi ghters defeated two separate armies, fi rst at Chaeroneia and 
then Orchomenus.169 Mithridates decided to cut his losses and 
sue for peace.
Sulla moved his triumphant army back to Greece while 
negotiations for his return to Italy sputtered to a halt. Many 
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nobles and their families had fl ed Rome for Sulla’s camp to 
escape Marius and Cinna; so many that, according to Plutarch, 
he possessed a small senate.170 Many more senators in Rome 
had either secretly opposed Cinna or come over to Sulla’s side 
after he concluded his treaty with Mithridates. Cinna attempt-
ed to raise an army to oppose Sulla’s return to Rome but was 
murdered by his own soldiers in 84.171 
On July 6, 83 the Temple of Jupiter on the Capitol was 
destroyed by fi re.172 Although no one was ever prosecuted, it 
seems certain, under the circumstances, it was a deliberate act 
of arson. Sumi states the act was committed by the younger 
Marius, who removed the Capitoline treasures to Praeneste.173 
Mellor argues the parties responsible were Sullan elements 
within Rome.174
The senate succeeded in raising two consular armies to 
send against Sulla but they proved no match for Sulla’s experi-
enced legions. Sulla sent envoys to Rome to negotiate a peace; 
Plutarch portrays this action as insincere but Sulla was in a 
very diffi cult situation.175 He was aware asking his soldiers to 
fi ght against fellow Romans was very different from asking 
them to fi ght the forces of Mithridates. He was able, through 
guile, to avoid fi ghting Scipio’s legions.176 Marius the Younger 
formed a legion from his father’s veteran but was defeated and 
forced to take refuge at Praeneste; Sulla promptly sacked the 
town.177 Rome’s only effective defense came from thousands of 
Samnites, who continued to think of Sulla as their enemy from 
the Social War. They organized a close-up defense of Rome’s 
Colline Gate and held the main body of Sulla’s army off for 




Rome’s fi rst civil war ended when Sulla’s forces captured the 
Colline Gate. As in 88, they used fi re to drive the defenders 
back. In 88 the fi re was contained but in 83 it raged out of 
control — destroying sections of the Forum (including the 
Curia) and the Capitol before it burned itself out.
Sulla’s fi rst appearance before the senate as Rome’s 
conqueror was conducted outside the pomerium, in the Temple 
of Bellona. The senate used this temple for voting triumphs to 
victorious generals.179 The symbolism would have been clear 
to both Sulla and the senators; they were being asked to invite 
him into the city as a Triumphator. Sulla had six thousand 
prisoners executed just outside the Temple precinct while the 
curia was underway, the screams clearly audible, so that the 
senate should not mistake his adherence to republican forms as 
an opportunity to render a decision.180 
He told the senators to listen to what he had to say and 
not bother their heads with what was going on outside, “Some 
criminals”, he said, “are receiving correction. It is being done 
by my orders.”181 
Sulla had to eliminate those senators hostile to him or his 
position. He invented the procedure known as proscription 
to expedite the process — a list of names was posted in the 
Forum of people condemned as “enemies of the state”. This is 
Plutarch’s description: 
Immediately, and without consulting any 
magistrate, Sulla published a list of eighty men to 




after a single day’s interval, he published another 
list containing 220 more names, and the next day 
a third with the same number of names on it. And 
in a speech which he made on the subject he said 
that he was publishing the names of those whom 
he happened to remember: those who escaped his 
memory for the moment would have their names 
put up later.182
Sulla assumed the offi ce of dictator to acquire the powers 
to rebuild Rome physically and politically. It was not just the 
physical manifestations of government that required rebuild-
ing; the destruction of the Curia and the great Jupiter Temple 
were symbols of the republic’s convulsions. Tyrants and dema-
gogues had overthrown the elected government again and 
again. Sulla’s mission as dictator was to recreate the republic in 
new forms, capable of preserving itself.
The senate had appointed him dictator. He legally possessed 
all the powers he needed. Sulla was a skilled politician; he 
shored up his support with the people, badly shaken by the 
proscriptions, before taking his next steps. He treated them to 
a spectacular triumph, quoting Plutarch again:
His triumph, which was gorgeous enough because 
of the richness and rarity of the spoils taken 
from the king, included something greater still. 
This was the noble sight of the returned exiles. 
The most distinguished and most powerful men 
in Rome, with garlands on their heads, went 
in the procession, calling Sulla ‘saviour’ and 
‘father’ since it was because of him that they were 
returning to their native city and bringing their 
wives and children with them. And, fi nally, when 
the whole ceremony was over, he made a speech 
to the people, giving a full account of everything 
which he had done.183 
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Sulla’s triumph took two days (27 and 28 January, 81); 
the first day dedicated to his victories over Mithridates, the 
second to his victories in the civil war.184 He then estab-
lished a new public festival, games to be known as Ludi 
Victoriae Sullanae, so that his victories would be commem-
orated annually.185
The senate was the republic’s most venerated institu-
tion. Sulla doubled the senate’s size, from three hundred to 
six hundred members. He selected the new senators from the 
wealthiest and most infl uential of Rome’s equites.186 He also 
increased the number of quaestors and praetors — making 
the quaestorship suffi cient for membership in the senate. Sulla 
knew the prejudices “new men” faced from senatorial arro-
gance; he had faced them himself as a younger man. The aris-
tocrats in the senate continued to look down on Sulla even 
after he was elected consul; “In their well-bred nostrils Sulla 
stank… He had no right to harbor pretensions or force himself 
in where he clearly did not belong.”187
Sulla believed the senate’s exclusivity prevented some 
of Rome’s fi nest men from being allowed to serve, men like 
himself. Increasing the number of senators, while decimat-
ing the existing senate through proscription, would allay the 
obstacles new men faced by simple arithmetic — the new men 
would be the majority in Sulla’s senate.
Sulla was able to use his position as autocrat to undo 
both the policies of others and the offices that made those 
policies possible.188 He had, in 88, been subject of a savage 
attack by a tribune. As dictator, he crippled the tribunate 
and, more importantly, debarred tribunes from holding any 
other elected office. All of Rome’s most disruptive tribunes 
had belonged to aristocratic families; the tribunate was 
being used as a springboard to higher offices. Sulla erased 
this possibility by making the tribunate a political dead-
end. He did not intend to allow the tribunes to subvert 
the senate’s authority. Nor did he forget how quickly the 
reforms he passed in 88 were undone: “With new laws, he 
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strengthened the republic, diminished the powers of the 
tribunes of the plebs by taking away from them the right to 
introduce legislation.”189 
The new Curia was enlarged but otherwise a faithful recre-
ation of the ancient and revered Curia Hostilia. Sulla built his 
curia in the same location and in the same form as the origi-
nal.190 He repaved the Comitium and rebuilt the Rostra. Sulla 
vowed to make the Jupiter temple on the Capitol the largest and 
most splendid in the world. He had marble columns brought 
from Athens and other materials from around the Mediterra-
nean to fulfi ll his vow. This is Stambaugh’s assessment: 
The biggest temple [Sulla] encountered [in the 
Greek East] was the still unfi nished Temple of 
Zeus Olympius at Athens. After he conquered 
Athens (which had supported Mithridates against 
the Romans) he carried off that temple’s marble 
columns and installed them in the new temple on 
the Capitoline.
[Jupiter Optimus Maximus] announced to the 
world that the cultural and material resources of 
Greece would henceforth, thanks to the military 




Sulla built the Tabularium in between the Curia and the 
templum of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, crossing the low point 
of the Capitoline. A thorough analysis of the design of this 
monumental structure must consider both the building in 
all its parts and the signifi cance of its site, given the specifi c 
topographic and political circumstances surrounding Sulla’s 
assumption of the dictatorship. I will begin with the building 
before proceeding to its context.
The Tabularium was a single envelope inclosing three 
distinct programmatic elements: the stair from the Forum to 
the Asylum; the arcade across the Forum side of the Asylum, 
connecting the Capitol and the Arx; and the corridor with-
in the foundation, lighted by six windows opening onto the 
Forum. These elements, spatially separated, must be consid-
ered separately.
It is clear from the spatial division between the program-
matic elements and from the stair’s location it was not 
intended to facilitate the examination of documents (fig. 
21).192 Purcell’s argument the stair was to provide better 
access to the temple of Veiovis is unconvincing.193 Had 
Veiovis required a separate road or stair (clivus or scala) it 
would already have possessed one — his temple pre-existed 
the Tabularium by over a century; there is nothing in the 
ancient literature even suggesting increased popularity of 
that particular cult. The purpose Sulla intended of the stair 
can be inferred from its location — in this case function 
follows form. The obvious conclusion, from an architect’s 




Figure 21. Axonometric Sketch 
of the Tabularium — Stairs.
The three main spaces of the 
Tabularium are shown here outlined. 
The stair is highlighted in purple.
Drawn by Author.
Figure 22. Axonometric Sketch 




Sulla was a general; he would have understood the impor-
tance of the high ground. Sulla had the stair included so 
that, in an emergency, he could rush soldiers to the most 
significant point in Rome. Sulla had witnessed such an 
emergency when Marius was forced to suppress Saturni-
nus and Glaucia who, when brought to bay, sought refuge 
within the Jupiter sanctuary on the Capitol.194 The act of 
arson that destroyed the Jupiter temple is another example 
— the ability to hold the Capitol was essential for Rome’s 
rulers.195 It is easy to imagine Sulla’s fear of another battle 
between competing political factions necessitating military 
intervention and, in preparation for such an emergency, the 
provision of a protected and controlled access to the Capi-
tol was a sensible precaution. 
Close examination of the spatial relationships between 
the Tabularium’s elements force the conclusion the arcade 
had nothing to do with document storage either (fig. 22). 
Spatially, the arcade connects the route to the Capitol with 
the route to the Arx; the arcade is, by definition, a pathway 
enclosed by serial arches. The arcade provides magnificent 
views of the Forum so that is presumed to be its purpose. 
Architecturally, the arcade is significant only in that it is 
the first instance of the so-called fornix style in Rome. The 
term fornix is borrowed from Triumphal Arch design, where 
is refers to a single arcuated opening within a composition 
of three (or more) such openings. The style is a blend of 
indigenous forms with Greek motifs — arches separated by 
engaged columns with no structural purpose.196 The most 
famous example of the style is in the façade of the Flavian 
amphitheater, better known as the Colosseum.197 From a 
military perspective, the arcade is useful for surveillance 
of the Forum, particularly the Comitium, which had been 
the scene of so much violence during the tribuneships of 
Saturninus and Sulpicius.
The specifi c purpose of the arcade within the original 
design is called into question by the inscriptions identify-
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Figure 23. Axonometric Sketch 




ing the building as a tabularium. The inscription specifi es 
two components — the substructure and the tabularium. 
Since the arcade is neither, one could posit it was not part 
of the original structure at all. The importance of having 
one’s name attached to signifi cant projects has been empha-
sized throughout this document. If Catulus was responsible 
for the arcade, would that not have been included in the 
inscription? The alternative interpretations are the tabulari-
um specifi ed in the inscription refers to the arcade or a sepa-
rate inscription linking Catulus to the arcade was destroyed 
(either by Caesar’s agents or at some other time); the latter is 
much easier to accept. I consider it far more likely the arcade 
was included as a part of the original design primarily for 
aesthetic considerations rather than programmatic ones.
It seems clear the Tabularium’s capacity for document 
storage was limited to the corridor within the substructure 
and the four rooms, one storey higher, attached to that space 
(fig. 23). Purcell’s argument concerning the atrium Liberta-
tis, that the corridor and linking rooms were the offices 
of the censors, has much to recommend it.198 Culham’s 
compromise solution, the space could have provided work-
ing areas for clerks and scribes without the specific desig-
nation of either aerarium or tabularium, does not directly 
contradict Purcell’s argument.199 It is not possible to satis-
factorily resolve the point on the basis of the available 
evidence. And, when dealing specifically with the condi-
tions that applied at the time of the building’s creation, this 
point is not essential.
The principal reasons for the most basic architectural 
decision behind the Tabularium, placing several different 
programmatic elements in a single envelope, are two-fold: 
first, the spatial effect of closing the Forum with a marker as 
noted by Coarelli, Favro, Culham, and others; and second, 
the tactical prerogative of protecting the Capitoline.
Sulla was presented with the architectural problem of a 











precisely at the time he was attempting to restore political 
authority to the organ of government in some ways repre-
sented by these two buildings.   
Sulla was, on an interim basis, able to use the Temple of 
Fides as a substitute for the great  Temple of Jupiter (fi g. 24). 
Fides was closely aligned with Jupiter; although worshipped 
individually and separate from Jupiter, Fides was seen as 
one of Jupiter’s attributes.200 G. Sumi narrates two separate 
instances during Sulla’s regime when the ambassadors from 
Greek city-states were allowed to dedicate a gold crown 
to Jupiter Optimus Maximus as a demonstration of their 
loyalty to Rome.201 These dedications could not have taken 
place in front of Jupiter Optimus Maximus (as he wrongly 
concludes) but in front of the temple of Fides. Sulla, or more 
accurately Catulus, augmented the little temple with a large 
monument about which almost nothing is known except 
that it existed.202 Sulla also imprinted his own identity onto 
that prestigious Roman site by resurrecting the sculptural 
group depicting his capture of Jugurtha (cast down by Mari-
us in 87 or 86) and having its replacement (commissioned by 
Marius) removed from sight forever by burying it.203
The senate could meet in any templum, so the destruc-
tion of the Curia did not disable the republican government. 
However, the Curia was not just the traditional meeting place 
of the senate; the building had, symbolically and metaphori-
cally, come to represent the senate, as described above, and, 
as such, was integral to that body’s auctoritas. Rebuilding the 
Curia must have been Sulla’s fi rst priority. In fact, it seems 
distinctly odd to have diverted resources to the construction of 
the Tabularium given the urgency of rebuilding the Curia and 
the Jupiter temple.
The Comitium was an open area and could not be destroyed 
by fi re but it was given its meaning only partly by tradition. 
The Comitium’s character and its place in Roman society were 
defi ned by its spatial relationship to the Curia and the Capito-
line Jupiter temple. In a very real sense, the Comitium ceased to 
Figure 24. Alignment of the Curia, 
Tabularium, and Jupiter temple.
1) Temple of Juno Moneta, 2) 
Curia Cornelia, 3) Tabularium, 
4) Temple of Jupiter Optimus 
Maximus, 5) Clivus Capitolinus, 
6) Temple of Fides.
  
The Tabularium’s location is 
established by the geometry 
relating the Curia and the two 




Figure 25. Looking Up at 
the Temple of Fides.
This sketch shows the view 
toward the Capitol from 




exist without those buildings to locate it physically and provide 
it with symbolic substance.
The Tabularium’s purpose becomes clear when it is seen 
as an element added to the ensemble including the Curia, 
Comitium, and Rostra. Whenever Rome’s citizens had gath-
ered to vote they had, since the beginning of the republic, 
looked up and seen Jupiter guaranteeing the perseverance 
of their city.204 The Tabularium’s purpose was to reinforce 
the linkage between the west end of the Forum and the 
Capitol. The giant substructure, without ornament of any 
kind, reinforces the ninety degree turn the via Sacra makes 
to become the clivus Capitolinus (fig. 25). It also blocks the 
view from the Curia to the site of Jupiter Optimus Maxi-
mus, directing the eye to the temple of Fides instead.
The arcade, a passageway created with the sole purpose of 
facilitating movement, dominated the façade presented to the 
Forum — the implied motion, the visual trajectory, connects 
the Forum and the Capitol. The long horizontal lines fram-
ing the arches also direct the eye to the Fides temple.
Although I consider the Tabularium to be primarily a 
military installation, it is an oversimplification to see Sulla’s 
legacy solely as providing the precedent for assuming politi-
cal authority through military power. Sulla’s politics and 
his architecture were concerned with re-establishing the 
senate as the dominant political authority within the city 
and empire. Sulla’s political programme was intended to 
provide a permanent basis for optimate rule.205
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The Tabularium was conceived as part of an architectural 
ensemble containing elements of both the Forum and Capitol. 
Investigations fi xated on the building in isolation, including 
the very promising connection between the Tabularium and 
the atrium Libertatis, will come to frustration unless this point 
is recognized. 
Further proof of this fact will come from the examination 
and analysis of Sulla’s other major architectural set pieces — at 
Praeneste, Tivoli, and Terracinna. I have omitted any discus-
sion of these projects for the simple reason that I have not seen 
with my own eyes. It is, very generally, a bad idea to attempt 
an appraisal of an architectural work without having experi-
enced it in person.
If one considers the number of military commanders who 
fought for possession of Rome — Marius, Cinna, Sulla, Pompey 
Magnus, Marcus Crassus, Gaius Julius Caesar, Marcus Anto-
nius, Augustus — the relevant question is why some succeeded 
while others failed. Was it solely the result of military genius, 
the demands of history, luck? Sulla was not the fi rst Roman to 
use architecture as a political tool. Rome had a long history 
of manubial building.206 Successful generals were expected to 
dedicate a portion of the spoils of war to improving Rome. 
But there is a fundamental difference between those who use 
architecture as part of a cohesive political, social, and religious 
agenda — and those who do not. 
 Sulla was the fi rst to make architecture part of a complete 
political program, as opposed to a generic claim of supremacy. 





The large winged victory 
in the background tops the 
Victor Emmanuel monument 
known, not unaffectionately, 
as ‘the wedding cake’.
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positive correlation between individuals who patronized archi-
tecture in the city and political success, and a negative correla-
tion between those who did not make notable additions to the 
city’s form.”207 Favro has written an entire book on the ways 
Augustus used architecture; her conclusion, with which I am in 
complete agreement, is the power required to found the Empire 
(religious, symbolic, mythological) grew from Augustus’ 
understanding of the Roman mind and his ability to insinuate 
himself into the culture at the most fundamental level through 
architectural intervention.208 
There are extremely interesting epigraphic analyses identi-
fying Q. L. Catulus as an architect. I am, at present, attempting 
to determine whether this is the same Q. L. Catulus charged 
with the rebuilding of the Capitol. It is also necessary to deter-
mine the specifi c usage of the term “architect” — not at all the 
same for ancient Romans as in the modern world. 
The ultimate completion of this work will be brought about 
through three main lines of inquiry: similar investigations of 
the other major Sullan constructions (as noted above); evalu-
ating the possibility Q. L. Catulus, consul and censor, might 
have been the most innovative, and most aristocratic, architect 
in Rome prior to Hadrian; and using topographic evidence to 
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